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ABSTRACT
The new age “digital age” is bringing rapid change in the form of connections, integration, supply chain management, models and much more. As
a result, security is a big business, securing critical data, operations, the customer profile is beyond the four wall of physical security. It is therefore
essential to re-look on the definition of security and increase resilience on technology. The electric power system comprises of both IT infrastructures
and electrical systems which include cyber systems, people, physical systems, money. Threats can be physical, internal or external threats and cyber
threats can emerge from anywhere. Tackling cybercrimes and cyber-attacks on the energy sector poses major challenges on its own. These threats
cannot be eliminated but only mitigated. The threat mitigation costs money, efforts, downtime, economic and psychological impacts on the industry
that could result in damage to company’s performance and the national economies. The paper aims to highlight various security attacks on the energy
infrastructure and its economic impacts. While discussing the economics, the paper presents mechanism, and emphasizes the need for global security
coordination to mitigate threats.
Keywords: Systemic Cyber Event, Syntactic Attack, Digital Age
JEL Classifications: A19

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy infrastructure (EI) is a part of the critical infrastructure
and is arguably one the most important, complex environment
as many other sectors depend on it for essential services
delivery. It ensures the smooth functioning of modern society
and serves as the backbone for economic activities. Therefore,
unavailability of this service leads to potential ripple impacts
on the economy, civil society risking gross domestic product
(GDP), the trade deficit. High-speed internet connectivity has
made the world a smaller place. The internet of things has
changed the (Vish, 2017) way how the countries have interfaced
with each other and revolutionized the business process.
Threats are becoming dangerous, more sophisticated, persistent,
complex. To understand the dynamics of cyber-attacks fully,
it is critical to understand dimensions in cyberspace, which
remains confined to its space with no limits on earmarked
boundaries or borders. (Marwan, 2017) this hyper connectivity
is a powerful tool which is an opportunity for growth in both the
public and the private sectors be it Governments or Business,
individuals alike.
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The motivation of attackers over time has evolved, driven by
financial gain. This has resulted in a well-organized crime market
for trading in malware and stolen information. This heinous
design is intended to create mayhem and cripple the Nations
infrastructure facilities (Anand, 2014). Cyber-attacks cause
significant loss to intellectual property, business intelligence,
economy, can drive up the cost of security, damage reputation
of a company and disrupt work flow. Many companies reporting
major attacks suffer a 1-5% drop in their stock value (Bryan,
2014). While some companies may overcome these barriers,
others may lose everything. Nortel networks, a Canadian based
telecom company, filed bankruptcy in 2009 when Chinese hackers
infiltrated their network. It took several years for the investigators
to discover the extent of damage to critical data (Siobhan, 2012)
(Bryan, 2014). The latest energy systems “smart energy systems”
deployed across the developed and developing nations, depended
on ICT technologies, has led to exponential growth of networked
intelligence in the energy sector and the consumer premises. This
vast and massively expanding sector have opened up new “attack
surface,” which forms the backbone of the energy industry. As
the energy system is interconnected with every other critical
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infrastructure, the cyber security threat is real. (David et al., 2016)
James Lewis defines the threat of cyber attacks as ''a massive
electronic Achilles’ heel'' (James, 2002). It is a misconception that
technologies are immune to any failure, accident, misjudgment
or deliberate sabotage. While many small scale cyber security
threats are carried out on a daily basis attacks on a larger scale
is generally over a period. Technologies like renewable energy
system for generating electricity storage has far reaching socio
economic benefits. Transformations depend on deployment
of virtual power plants, smart grids using smart technology.
However, these digitization strategies have both pros and cons.
All of these technologies, smart energy system is therefore created
through the significantly greater use ICT digitization of power
generation and distribution. The increasing decentralization of the
energy system which includes a consumer who is also a prosumer
across the energy value chain poses a greater threat to the energy
sector (David et al., 2016).

Figure 1: Wanna Crypt worm attack (Rhidi, n.d.)

The revelations reports on Stuxnet, Duqu, Flame, Shamoon,
and Dragonfly portray a glimpse of how cyber attacks is a
major battle ground to gather intelligence and launch subversive
activities. Most cyber weapons are inexpensive but potent tools
that can be used as both offensive and defensive weapons, which
can bring down a country’s economy or hold it to ransom. The
recent well-coordinated attack by Wanna Crypt worm during
the month of May 2017 (12th) is a classic example of cyber war.
This cryptic attack exposes the vulnerabilities and stark realities
of how a worm could cause enormous damage in very little
time. Reports indicate that WannaCry caused extensive damage
including critical infrastructures like hospitals, railway systems,
and telecommunication networks spread across 100 countries
globally (Figure 1). Kaspersky reported that Russia was the worst
hit with approximately 60% of infected systems and many other
nations like Ukraine, Taiwan, India, China, Romania, Spain, Egypt,
Brazil, Spain, Italy. Roughly 59000 computers were believed to
have been affected at the onset of the worm release in nearly 100
countries, in addition to individuals, the outbreak (Rhidi, n.d.) also
affected critical infrastructures in countries including Germany,
Russia, and the United Kingdom. In the UK, the NHS had to shut
down some of its systems canceling outpatient appointments.
The worm released on the internet just made rounds affecting
all the computers vulnerable without the user having to click
or open a phishing email or document (Rhidi, n.d.) (Alexander,
2017). Though the worm was shut down with little efforts from
the security experts, it did draw attention how effective a simple
malware could be used to damage systems. With this, it raises the
question of states global cyber preparedness towards cyber war.
It also brings out that information security industry views cyberattacks more as a business development than as a tool to pool
resources together to eliminate threats. According to Dell’s 2015
Annual security report, the cyber-attacks on Industrial Control
Systems (ICS), especially against supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) systems, doubled in 2014, and there were
more than 160,000 incidents (Daniel and Bailey, 2016). This
suggests that efforts of information security need to pool together
and the community as a whole needs greater active and trustworthy
alignment rather than relying on a combination of serendipity and
lazy coding to prevent next attack.

This paper primarily highlights cyber security and importance
on well-known emerging concepts, systems and technologies
of and how it can contribute to meet the security threats. The
paper also highlights different vectors, algorithms used as means
for cyber-attack from 2003 on Critical Systems and its impacts.
The organization of the paper is as follows: The second section
presents cyber security, and related research works in the area,
section 3 portrays economics invovled in cyber security, followed
by precautions, defense mechanisms and lastly section 4 offers
discussion, recommendations and concluding remarks.

2. ANALYSIS OF CYBER SECURITY
Cyber security threat as can be defined as any “possibility of
a malicious attempt to damage or disrupt a computer network
or system” (Tarja and Martti, 2017). Cyber-attacks on critical
infrastructure is lucrative given its importance and impacts on
daily operations (Vaidya, 2015). The attacks are carried out by
exploiting the vulnerabilities supporting the ICS systems in the
CI. There are incidents where personal, financial information, is
accessed and hacked almost on a daily basis. Vulnerability to data
theft has become one of the major drawbacks of financial and other
commercial transactions. The industrial crimes, however, come
in a different dimension, where the data is used for espionage
or perhaps to bring out an industrial sabotage by breaking into
corporate or government network to obtain blue prints or classified
information. It is widely possible for an attacker to get inside the
network and lurk for months or years scooping information of
interest. In many a case, it is an insider threat due to a disgruntled
ex-employee. A well-organized crime network targeting this
infrastructure sell valuable personal information of compromised
accounts for very little money and using the stolen information
for any future cyber attacks. Attack strategies provide a more
vivid picture to support the argument. ICS forms the core and
the backbone of any systems in energy; it is essential to study the
vulnerabilities in the system. With more and more information
becoming public in ICS, many of the vulnerabilities could lie
dormant for years to come before their presence is revealed. Out
of the 189 vulnerabilities in ICS components detected, 49% were
termed critical, and 42% said to have medium severity (Oxana
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et al., 2015). Wide spread attacks on ICS like Stuxnet, slammer
or blaster worm (Loney, 2003; Roberts, 2003; David et al., 2003)
exploited known vulnerabilities although patches were available
for most of them and released in advance. Phishing/spear phishing
was the most popularly used mechanism to deploy and deliver
malware. DDoS attacks remain popular for disrupting services
(Vaidya, 2015). A continued motivated attack on CI can severely
and adversely affect the national security and cripple the nation
depriving the country of valuable resources. The global data on the
cyber security attacks on infrastructure from July 2012 to 2013,
on an average, had about 74 targeted attacks per day globally.
Of these 8-9 attacks were on energy sector alone accounting for
the second most targeted system, accounting for 16.3% (Candid,
2014). According to Symantec, the energy sector was the second
most targeted (SenseCy, 2014) sector accounting to 80%. Of this
55 % involved persistent sophisticated attacks by hacktivists,
insider threats, and criminals. In the latest report by ICS-CERT
(ICS-CERT, 2016) a critical analysis of comparison of data for
2014 and 2015 (ICS-CERT, 2014) (ICS-CERT, 2015) indicates
that there has been a substantial drop in the targeted energy sector.

Figure 2: Stuxnet infection (geographic distribution) (Murchu, 2011)

Brazil blackout in March 1999 left nearly 70% in the dark for more
than 5 h affecting over 97 Million citizens. In 2003, left parts of US
and Canada in chaos, leaving them high and dry without power. In
a matter of minutes many places of Pennsylvania, Massachusetts,
New York, Connecticut, New Jersey, Ottawa went dark. The
darkness caused the public transport system to go out. Many
utility corporations were shut due to this power shut down and
forced emergency services like hospitals to run on limited power
(CIP Center for Infrastructure Protection, 2003). In 2003, slammer
worm aka Sapphire disrupted Ohio Nuclear Plant (Kevin, 2003).

motive to gather information and not destroy in addition to stealing
digital certificates. However, use on PC’s has been found to delete
all information on the system (Anonymus, November 2011). DuQu
remains a mystery as its actual and exact method is not entirely
known (Anonymus, November 2011). According to McAfee DuQu
uses 54 × 54 pixel JPEG file to encrypt dummy files and containers
to smuggle data to its command and control center (Anonymus,
n.d.; Venere and Szor, 2011; Kim, 2011). On 30th July of 2012, was
an unusual Tuesday when more than 600 million people in India,
i.e., approximately 10% of the world’s population had been left
without power for several hours (Benahmed and Smahi, 2016). The
cause was not revealed and was simply attributed to grid failure. In
yet another attack in the same year (2012), Saudi Aramco was hit
by a virus named Shamoom disabling over 30,000 computer work
stations which disrupted for months (Candid, 2014; Anonymus,
2012; Leyden, 2012; Perlroth, 2012). Weeks later Qatar reported
that one of their gas companies was also affected by the same
virus forcing their entire network to be offline for days (KPMG
Global Research Institute, 2013). A similar repeated third wave
of attacks by Shamoom. W32B (W32.Disttrack.B) was noticed in
February 2017 in Saudi Arabia (Anonymus, 2017).

Stuxnet attack (Figure 2) on EI in Iran 2010 affected SCADA
systems in Bushehr Natanz nuclear power plant. This latter had
affected many Windows-based computers in the country. This
was designed to spy on the ICS. It was also capable of causing
the centrifuges to spin out of control and tear themselves apart.
Kaspersky labs first discovered the Stuxnet worm on a request
from a Belarusian company on behalf of Iran’s nuclear agency.
Stuxnet proved how perfect cyber-attack could result in significant
physical damage to EI as well as the ensuing consequential/
business losses (Charles et al., 2014; David, 2013). In India, it
affected close to about 10% of the systems across the country
running Siemens SCADA (Murchu, 2011). The target, in this case,
was only the Siemens controlled SCADA systems. In this pattern
of syntactic attack, the computer infrastructure was damaged,
modifying the control logic of the system inducing delay and
system being unpredictable and was unique in every attack instance
(Amar, 2016). During the same year, 2010, a new Trojan named
Night Dragon was injected as SQL injection targeting global
oil companies. The attacks had started as late as 2009 to gather
information on financial reporting, project details in the industry.
The motive was to steal the passwords, dump password hashes,
sniff authentication messages and exploit the active directory
configuration (Candid, 2014). In 2011, a new malware supposedly
thought to be related to Stuxnet was discovered by Kaspersky labs.
It was later named as DuQu 2.0 (Anonymus, June 2015). DuQu
searches for information and vulnerabilities to attack ICS with a
252

During 2013, North American energy companies were targeted
with a simple Trojan known as Dragon fly and in spring 2014
by Havex. The primary technique used in Dragonfly was
Remote Access Trojan (RAT), powered by Havex, to provide
administrative control over an infected unit. While spearphishing access, the software, named Havex by the cyber security
group F-Secure, was used as watering hole attacks. When a
particular unit was compromised, legitimate websites were used
for redirection to Dragon fly servers, masking and thus making it
difficult for industry experts to suspect the internet site as a source
for the Havex. The last phase of the campaign used masquerading
techniques by Dragonfly in which legitimate applications of vendor
websites were infected by the worm, from which businesses would
download the Havex infected software (David, 2014; Anonymus,
7 July 2014).
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Often more dangerous and damaging is semantic attacks as it uses
the human element by exploiting the confidence of the user in the
system (Col, n.d.). In this form of attack, the information keyed in
is modified at the whims and fancies of the controller without the
knowledge of the user to introduce errors. According to Symantec
Research Labs in 2013 parts of Austrian and German power grid
collapsed after a control command was accidentally misdirected,
by exploiting a human interface (Candid, 2014). The report also
suggested that the command packet was broadcast from a German
gas company to test their newly installed network branch. This
transmitted to Austrian energy power control and monitoring
network. It generated huge messages which generated, even more,
data packages which in turn flooded the control network which
translated as a DDoS attack. As a solution, part of the network
had to be isolated and disconnected. It was resolved without any
power outages (Candid, 2014). The global concerns about India’s
network security, however, grew after June 2015 when hackers
got into India’s National Informatics Centre, thus compromising
crucial, sensitive data. The mode of the attack went undetected
for months. The Government of India which ran a survey through
its nodal agency indicated that over 780 attacks damaged several
computers in 88 cities and over 350 hacking attempts on sensitive
computer systems (Staff Correspondent, 2014; Amar, 2016). The
recent WannaCrypt attack is a systemic (Hanouz, 2016) cyber
event in the sense that as an individual component of critical
infrastructure system, it caused significant delay, denial of service,
breakdown of components, loss, and disruption, that impacted
not only originating areas but cascaded into relative geographic
regions resulting in adverse effects to both the public, the security
companies, economic security and national security. The breach
had left many unpleasant and unhappy customers across nations.
The details of various facilities attacked, and different algorithms
used as means for the attack is shown in Table 1 (Cyber security
attacks in various EI facilities).

3. CYBER SECURITY COSTS MILLIONS
In the energy sector, the focus is to ensure reliability and resilience
in the event of a cyber-attack. The sector under attack cannot
be disconnected from the network it could easily affect the
systems resulting in safety issues, blackouts, line faults. Unlike
IT cyber security components, which include confidentiality,
integrity, and availability, the prerogative in energy sector
depends on applications specific to the industry. For example in
a generation, transmission and distribution, availability, integrity
are the most important components. In a smart grid network like
AMI, customer data is most critical. Any form of cyber-attacks
or cyber terrorism on the EI will have detrimental effects on
the economy. It impacts trade, competitiveness, innovation,
economic growth, GDP. It will translate to losses. The losses can
be substantial which could result in business disruption, loss of
time and money and damage to reputation. On a financial side,
the results will be on downtime, productivity loss depending
on the attack mode or where the attack is centered, it could be
anything ranging from application level vulnerabilities to targeted
segment. The economic impact will have many dimensions
and aspects with impending effects on society, organization,
individual. Many countries spend a major chunk of their budget

in fighting with crimes. With the IT infrastructure adding to the
list of the Country’s Budgets, humongous amount of resources
and money need to be invested in cyber security to mitigate risks.
The major challenging economic consequences of cyber-attacks
are budget constraints and resource limitations” (Lemieux, 2011).
Furthermore, the investigation resources like sufficient workforce
to be employed in the case of a cyber-attack are always limited.
The cost of cyber-attacks will continue to increase as more and
more business functions are computerized.

3.1. Measuring Costs in Cyber Attacks

Organizations may have good reasons not to disclose cyber
breaches. It is important to note that the mechanism of measuring
cyber-attacks depends on accurate cost data assessment. Without
standards for measuring costs in cyber-attacks. A cyber-attack
involves many associated costs which can neither be quantified
or qualified easily. As a result, there exists a gap. This gap on
internal data mirrors the absence of public data on cyber-attacks
(Brian et al., 2004).
Cyber-attacks are a tax on innovation and slow down the global
research and innovation reducing the rate of return to investors and
innovator. While Government’s across the globe begin systematic
efforts to collect and publish data on the cyber-attacks to help
countries and companies fine tune their risk and aid in analysis
about potential hazards, it has numerous snags and challenges
on many fronts. According to many security companies, very
few companies are willing to share their attacks patterns on their
infrastructure. It simply means that any dollar amount (Costs)
for global cyber-attacks is only an estimate based on incomplete
or non-reliable data. It is also true that few nations have made
reasonable efforts to calculate their losses from the cyber-attacks,
most have not. Many developing countries are no exception. The
primary reason being “fear of exposure” will lead to company’s
finances being hit. With companies facing global challenges
protecting and enhancing its security on infrastructures due to
myths that any exposure could result in larger financial impacts,
very few companies come forward to publish their data on potential
breach in the security.
According to the latest research report by Ponemon Institute in
collaboration with HP on a sample of 237 companies (Ponemon
Rept, 2016), it was noted that the cyber-crime had increased when
compared to the previous years. EI is still the potential leading
sector, next only to financials, regarding the attack. (Ponemon
Institute, LLC, April 2011) From the Table 2 and Figure 3, US
sample reports the highest total average cost at $15 million
followed by Germany, Japan, UK, etc. According to McAfee report
2015 (Carlos et al., November 2015) the losses ranged from $15
billion to $1 Trillion due to various attacks. Computer security
consulting firms that compile these figures, often fail to consider
the number change that depends on the nature of the attack on the
focused firm, it is important to note that the spiraling costs of the
cyber security are impacting the economies in many countries.

3.2. Measuring Economics Impacts in Cyber Attacks

Although the impact of cyber-attack has been difficult to measure
due to various elements involved in it, from an economic point of
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National science
foundation’s
Amundsen‑Scott
South Pole
station
Civil aviation

Natanz‑Iran’s
nuclear plant
(centrifuges)

No specific
target; Iran
nuclear plants

Saudi
Armaco (UAE);
RasGas (Qatar)
Iran’s nuclear
plant, Lebanan,
Sriya, Sudan,
etc.

2004

2009, 2010

2011

2012, 2015

2012, 2015

2009

Target facility
Banking facility;
Ohio nuclear
facility
Railways

Iran, Lebanon,
Sriya, Sudan,
Egypt

Saudi Arabia,
Qatar

Iran; no
specific target

Iran

US

Flame aka
Flamer, (Stuxnet.
Resource 207)

Shamoom (alias)
distract

DuQu

StuxNet

Unknown

Unknown

SoBig

US

Romania

Agent
Slammer aka
Sapphire

Country
US

Table 1: Different facilities attacked

Year
2003

Trojan

Malware

Malware

Malware

Malware

Virus

Virus

Type
Virus

Approx. 1000
Machines

35,000 Machines;
D‑Dos attack

23,000 miles of one
railway line
Controlling life
support systems of
Antarctic research
station‑cyber terror
attack
Data compromise;
shutdown of systems
Iran’s nuclear
centrifuges were
replaced at an alarming
impact in the range of
1000‑2000 nos. The
impact of this attack
was world wide
Targeted;

Impact
Unknown

MD5,
SHA‑256

MD5,
SHA‑256

Camellia,
AES, XTEA,
RC4, different
multibyte
XOR‑based
encryption

MD5, AES

Unknown

Unknown

PRNG

Algorithm
PRNG

MS10‑061, MS10‑046;
MS09‑025

CVE‑2011‑3402

MS10‑046 (0‑day)
MS10‑061 (0‑day)
MS08‑067 (patched)
0‑day (unpatched);
CVE‑2010‑2568

Unknown

Unknown

Multi‑vector worm

Exploitation vector
Multi‑vector worm

Anonymus, June 2015;
Boldizsár et al., 2011;
Boldizs'ar et al., 2012; Venere
and Szor, 2011; Anonymus,
2011; Iran Admits Nuclear
Sites Hit by ‘Duqu’ Cyber
Weapon, 2011
Anonymus, 2017; Leyden,
2012; Anonymus, 2012;
Perlroth, 2012
Boldizsár et al., 2011;
Anonymus (sKyWiper
Analysis Team), 31 May
2012 (Alexander, 2017;
Damien and Christopher,
2012; Ellen et al., 2017;
Goodin, 2012
(Contd...)

Nicolas, 2011; Ralph,
November 2013; David,
2013; Ellen and Joby, 2012;
Naraine, 2010; Sanger, 2012;
Thomson, 2013

Siobhan, 2009; Elinor, 2009

Poulsen, 2004

Martin, 2004

References
Martin, (2004) David et al.
n.d.; Kevin, 2003
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SCADA/ICS

Ukrainian
Kyivoblenergo

2014

2015

Gundremmingen
(German nuclear
power plant)

WannaCry

2016

2017

Polish airlines

Target facility
North American
energy
companies

Table 1: (Continued)

Year
2013
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India, Russia,
China, Taiwan,
UK‑across
globe

Germany

Poland

Europe (France,
Germany,
Romania,
Greece, etc)
Ukraine

Country

WannaCry

W32.RAMNIT;
Conficker

Unknown

Black energy 3

Havex

Agent
Dragonfly

Malware

Malware

Malware

Trojan

RAT
Trojan

Type
Trojan

World‑wide; 200,000
computers including
magnetic resonance
imaging scanners
in NHS, UK. Worst
affected countries are
Russia, India, Taiwan,
Ukraine

225,000 Customers left
without power for 6 h
on a cold December
1400 passengers
grounded
Isolated Incident on
the power plant as the
plant was isolated.
The previous version
of Conficker A, B,
C, D, E is reported to
have caused damage to
1.7 million people

Noticed in 146
command and control
server

Impact
More than 1000 energy
companies in North
America and Europe

RSA, AES

SHA‑1#,
RC4, RSA

Unknown

AES

RAT new
method

Algorithm
SHA‑1,
SHA‑256,
MD5,

CVE‑2014‑4113;
TA08‑297A (other),
CVE‑2008‑4250 (other),
VU827267 (other), Win32/
Conficker.A (CA), Mal/
Conficker‑A (Sophos),
Trojan.Win32.Agent.
bccs (Kaspersky), W32.
Downadup.B (Symantec),
Confickr (other)
MS17‑010 (CVE‑2017‑0143,
CVE‑2017‑0144,
CVE‑2017‑0145,
CVE‑2017‑0146,
CVE‑2017‑0147, and
CVE‑2017‑0148)

Unknown

CVE‑2014‑751; server
blocks

Exploitation vector
CVE‑2011‑0611;
CVE‑2012‑1723,
CVE‑2013‑2465; Spear
Phishing, Watering hole,
Remote Access Tools
CoInitializeEx,
CoCreateInstanceEx; COM

Raj, 2017

Anonymus, 2011

Marsh, 2015

Robert et al., 2016

David, 2014; Nell, 2016

References
Anonymus, 2014; Joel, 2014;
Security Response Team,
2014
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Table 2: Total costs of cyber‑crimes in seven countries (in Million) (Ponemon Rept, 2016; Ponemon Rept, 2015)
Year
2016
2015
2014
2013

USA
17.36
15.42
12.69
11.56

Germany
7.84
7.5
8.13
7.56

Japan
8.39
6.81
6.91
6.73

UK
7.21
6.32
5.93
4.72

Figure 3: Cyber-crime trend - costs in million (USD)

view, it is a significant activity. Table 3 portrays a matrix. From the
table, it is easy to visualize and summarize different challenges and
impacts faced by different agents/adversary. This table is further
broken down into various elements in Table 4.
In understanding the elements, different components are impacted
at various levels of a security breach. A potential breach in any
stage has a profound ripple effect in the other areas as well. For
example, a beach in SCADA will potentially affect the monitoring,
physical infrastructure, load balancing and other regions.

3.3. Strategic Areas, Precautions, Defense Mechanisms

Considering the impact of the cyber threats, it is essential that
proper precautionary measures and defense mechanism be
employed in protecting the critical infrastructure of the Nation.
Careful strategies are required to mitigate the impacts of threats
in the form of cyber-attack. Historical data and well-documented
data can be used as metrics to analyze and provide necessary
solutions. It is essential that a strong private-public partnership is
built to document the disasters since well-documented evidence
can be used as metrics for future understanding of cyber-attacks.
Cyber security is a complex issue, it is understood only by a
small fraction of secluded individuals or cadre, it is essential that
participation and training regarding handling need security need
to be driven down the chain to the lower level and to apply risk
management principles that have worked well. Figure 4, discusses
some of the strategic areas. The main partners in the defending
cyber security is a proper public-private partnership. This would
enhance the various strategies and mechanism to mitigate cyber
risks. However, it is essential to understand that some components
in designing a security system are unique to each and every user
profile, though the common elements will govern the underlying
component of the security.
The human element forms the core of cyber-attack and is
the weakest link. It is essential that organizations create
256

Brazil
5.27
3.85

Australia
4.30
3.47
3.99
3.67

Russia

India

2.37
3.33

4.44
4.4
4

awareness and enforce strict security policies while educating
the simultaneously. The second in line for a cyber-attack is
the computers. A compromised computer can be sourced or
platform for the attacker’s entry into the network of the system
to explore deeper. Therefore it is essential and critical to secure
and harden the operating system with constant updates and
patches. Recurrent awareness training is carried out to help
users identify social engineering attacks like BOT’s to help
them from being a victim. Frequent penetrating testing can be
made using sophisticated software’s to access vulnerability. This
will contribute to access the application against SQL injections
and other forms of web attacks. Frequent updates and patches
should be made on the software. Latest information on Trojans,
viruses, worms should be circulated to create awareness among
the employees. Filtering the network traffic with sophisticated
firewalls, content filters, intrusion prevention allows the control
of data flows. This will also help in monitoring the data both
inwards and outwards. This will be a key point in keeping cyber
espionage at bay. Endpoint protection can be applied to all IT
devices to protect from viruses and worms. ICS; PLC’s, SCADA,
are non-standard IT systems. These need to be hardened with the
increase in security. This can be done through effective policies,
constant upgrade of firmware, etc. Hence it is essential that the
lockdown tools can be used in protecting critical infrastructure.
While in most cases PLC’s, SCADA systems are on the isolated
network it is essential to ensure that it has redundancy and
failover protection. Authentication using hard coded passwords,
public key infrastructure’s, biometrics should be used in critical
areas or key areas. The passwords, access codes should regularly
be changed and should adhere to password policy. Strong
passwords should be made mandatory. Since most industrial
controlled systems have weak authentication, it needs to be
substantiated with other security mechanisms where applicable.
Although many industries use virtual private network, it is
essential that the traffic in them be monitored to prevent any
unwanted attack.
In-depth defense strategies are needed to provide and exercise
proper control on ICS devices especially HMI and devices
that control the equipment directly including protection and
environmental safety. The following Figure 5 provides layers
of steps that are interdependent to be put to use. Each of these
elements is inter dependent and essential components as a part of
the defense against cyber security attack.
Since defense strategies involve various layers, additional security
must be built into the core architecture (Figure 6: Pyramid) as a
part of design stage rather than as post design scenario that is
after implementation. Different areas that need to be focused and
concentrated are physical security which is the first stage and
the foremost. This layer is the physical layer where all hardware
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Table 3: Economics of cyber threat matrix
Agents/adversary
State sponsored

Threats
Business information
Technology transfer
New or emerging
technologies
Trade information;
secrets

Motives
Political
Military advantage
Economic
disruptions

Impacts
Advantage
Disruption of services,
delivery of services,
Destruction and
disruption of critical
infrastructure

Organized crime

Financial systems
Personal information
Corporate espionage

Financial gain
Collect information
for future gains

Hacktivists

Corporate secrets
Personal information
Business information

Political influences
Pleasure or personal
motive in the form
of vengeance
Patriotism

Insiders

Energy market
strategies;
Business and personal
information;
Intellectual property

Patriotism
Professional revenge
Monetary gain

Costly penalties
Consumer problems in
the form of law suits
Financial losses
Disruption of services,
delivery of services
Brand and reputation
losses;
Consumer trust and
confidence
Patent violations;
Trade disclosure
Brand and reputation
National security
impact

Challenges
Grid stability
international links)
Noncompliance in the
form of considering a
cyber attack in the design
stage
The introduction of DER,
addition of new resources
and infrastructures
Human resources
challenge there of due
to the weakest link in
human capital
Emergency response
team during cyber attacks

Economic impacts
Loss in intellectual
capital; business
opportunity
Regulatory fines
Liability to
borrowing banks
and investors
Liability to
equipment
manufacturers
Liability to
power producers,
generators
Impact on stocks
and shares
Insurance claims

DER: Distributed energy resources

Table 4: Various elements and potential financial impact
Cyber security vulnerabilities
Generators
External monitoring and dispatching
Transmission and distribution‑grid
control systems
Digital interfaces
SCADA systems
Load balancing and controls (voltage,
frequency, monitoring)
Metering
Smart meters‑connections and
interfaces
Billing systems
Consumer interface
Consumer privacy
Consumer data

Risk
categorization

Potential financial impact

Other impacts

Medium

The cost of replacement of
broken equipment

Market disruption; national security; human
harm; network effects; safety; physical
infrastructure damage

High

Investment loss

High

Loss in capital; Liability on
equipment; borrowing liability
Loss on revenue due to
disruptions; investors interests

Control system breach; impact on network
infrastructure
Equipment damage; centrifuges spinning out
of control; compromise in safety
Grid stability; service disruption; penalties;
law suits

High
High

Loss of revenue due to incorrect
billing; Insurance claims

Meter tampering; sudden power outages

High

Insurance claims on damages

Data privacy loss; consumer protection;
consumer trust and confidence; law suits

High
High

SCADA: Supervisory control and data acquisition
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Figure 4 - Cyber security strategic areas

Figure 5 - Defense strategies

devices like panels and areas where CI is put to use. Entry to
the facility should be strictly through authentication, and no
unauthorized personnel should be allowed. The second layer is
the network security layer which involves firewalls, packet tracers,
intrusion detection systems, IPS, etc. These equipment should be
used in conjunction with proper rugged switches, routers which are
used as a part of communication protocol. Frequent analysis should
be made on these hardware devices to ensure the functionality
and availability of the equipment in case of a cyber-attack. It
is also critical to have proper backup and redundant equipment
258

available. The third layer of the security is the hardening layer,
which involves, firewall, patch management, virus protection and
detection, including administration of the equipment and ensuring
that optional components are either switched off or disabling of
unused ports, servers, applications controllers. The layer is the
application security layer where configuration, management of
application access through authentication, authorization, audits,
are carried out. Finally, the layer forms the last bit, where the
physical ICS reside. The security for this layer involves change
control physical and logical access control.
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Figure 6 - Defense layers

Human weakness, although varied and different between
organizations, run themes across all reported incidents. Many
businesses run professional training on best practices for enhancing
security, create awareness, provide a safe working environment
so that their employee is not the next victim of cyber-attack in the
form of social engineering.

4. RESULTS, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION
Cyber threat, espionage is becoming increasingly common. The
threats are real with many actors attempting to gain entry into
some of the best practiced and protected systems in the energy
sector. Roughly about 4-5 attacks take place on a regular basis
in the energy firms with increasingly sophisticated technology
with varying degree of threats and tactics. From 2009 to 2017
observations indicate that energy sector has moved up from
being low down the top list to become the second most targeted
sector. In India, the energy sector is very vulnerable. Most of the
energy attacks translate to gathering valuable information rather
than being an act of cyber warfare or cyber terrorism. Although
the attackers have been focusing on gathering information, with
ulterior motives, a day is not far away when these attacks will
be to sabotage, leading to huge financial losses crippling the
economy or bringing the utility sector to complete standstill.
The economic impacts in a small country could translate to many
other ripple effects impacting energy firms globally. Energy
firms need to be aware of these risks to protect their valuable
information as well as their ICS or SCADA networks. The trend
of cyber-attacks will get more complicated and will continue
increasing as more and more systems get connected on the grid
in a distributed model. Protecting these systems from attacks
will be key to non-availability, minimize disruptions and losses,
minimize downtime, maximize availability and profits while also
keeping cyber-attacks at bay. The majority of cyber-attacks can
be prevented with constant updates and patches pushed by the
vendors, upgrading firmware, etc. The growing inconsistency
and lack of specialization have encouraged hackers to exploit the

vulnerabilities, and it is noticed that the attacks are not subsiding.
This indicates and warrants that valuable lessons be learned
from past experiences. It is now time to put a counter offensive
in response to a cyber-attack by using and adapting more smart
technology devices which must be considered as an integral
part of the system rather than an afterthought since the lack of
security in smart devices will only worsen the scenario and will
have far reaching and damaging effects on the society. In many
a case, cyber security is a regulatory compliance issue for many
businesses. They need to ensure that they are protected adequately
from cyber risks. It is therefore critical for the businesses to
know what their obligations, responsibilities are and they need
to comply with it. Cyber-attacks and risks should be made a
mandate for them to disclose as part of business risks. This may
help in assessing how exposed their business is and then what
precautionary measures need to be taken to protect their business
and their investor’s interests.
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